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Writing Made Simple: Lesson 13 Activation
Part 1: Final Touches before Submission to a Professional Editor

Remember:

In this lesson, we discussed the last items to “check off” before submitting your manuscript
to a professional editor. Here are those final touches we covered:

● Check for:

○ Proper citations of references for quotes and sourced content

○ Clear structure and flow

● Make final edits as per suggested peer edits, etc.

● Include a Cover Sheet that has:

○ Title

○ Subtitle

○ Author name

○ Word count

○ Primary Bible translation used (NIV, ESV, etc.)

Activity:

Apply these guidelines to your current writing project.
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Part 2: Choosing Your Publishing Path

Remember:

In this portion of the lesson we discussed two main options for publishing: Self publishing or
publishing with us at Messenger Books. Here is a review of the main points about those two
options.

Self Publishing:

1. What to Expect:

a. Pay as you go

b. “Do it yourself” or hire others to do each part of the process as you go.

2. Next Steps

a. Professional Editing

b. Formatting for print and electronic books

c. Cover design

d. Amazon process–step by step

Messenger Publishing:

1. What to Expect:

a. A team of professionals to support you

b. Top-quality design, editing, and publishing

c. Ongoing support for the duration of your publishing contract.

d. Community of like-minded messengers as well as ongoing classes and
workshops and VIP zoom calls
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e. 6-8 months from start to finish because you will be following our timeline and
publishing process.

f. You keep your royalties and own your copyright.

2. Next Steps

a. Email yourfriends@messengerbooks.com and request a questionnaire.

b. Fill out a questionnaire to determine if we are a good fit.

c. If accepted, submit a manuscript.

d. You will receive an initial review and publishing details, including the details
about the entire process and the timeline of publishing with Messenger
Books.

e. If accepted, you will have an Editor Review Call to discuss the review of your
manuscript with our suggestions and publishing contract.

f. Outside of the monthly subscription, your only cost is your editing fee.

g. We take your manuscript from this point and publishing begins.

Activity:

No matter where you may be in your book development process (planning, outlining,
researching, writing, or editing), now is the time to also be looking into your options for
publishing.

● We encourage you to go to the websites of publishing companies you are familiar
with to see what they require and offer.

● If self publishing is your preference, begin doing your research about professional
editing options, formatting software or work for hire formatters, and book design
options. You will also want to become familiar with the publishing process through
Amazon.

● If you are interested in more information about publishing with Messenger Books,
check us out at messengerbooks.com and email us for a questionnaire at
yourfriends@messengerbooks.com to begin our publishing process.
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